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Abstract—An Artificial Intelligence (AI) Lie Detection 

system is developed using the deep learning technique which 

detects the expression of ‘fear’ from face of a liar. The proposed 

lie detection model uses the transfer learning approach in the 

deep learning technique to classify the facial expressions into 

‘fear’ or ‘neutral’. A pre-trained lightweight deep Convolutional 

Neural Network architecture called ResNet-18 is used in this 

work. Publicly available benchmarked Facial Expression 

Recognition-2013 (FER-2013) dataset is used for the 

experimental analysis. The model performed well with a 

classification accuracy of 82.85%. 

Keywords—Lie detection; artificial intelligence; deep learning; 

transfer learning; micro-expression 

I. INTRODUCTION

Lie detection is significant process in criminal 

investigations, security verifications in airports and in many 

other situations. Psychophysiological or Polygraph is one of 

the widely used lie detection method [1]. Other methods like 

Voice Stress Analysis (VSA), functional Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (fMRI), Analysis of non-verbal behavior, etc. are yet 

to be validated. Many have questioned process of the 

polygraph lie testing method due to the lack of its scientific 

backing.  Also, people are discovering several ways to cheat 

the polygraph test by consuming antiperspirant, sedatives, etc. 

Analysis of facial micro-expressions is another significant 

lie detection method, where the investigators can detect lies by 

observing emotional leakage from the facial expressions of 

liars [2][3]. When an analyst interrogates the people and 

observe the body and facial expression, it takes a lot of time 

for the observation and conclusion, and people may only be 

able to analyze one or two observations at a time. So, in this 

research, we develop an intelligent system that utilizes human 

facial micro-expressions to detect lies. Studies shows that the 

emotional leakage in the form of ‘fear’ can be observed from 

human faces when they are lying [4]. This expression of ‘fear’ 

arises in the face due to the tensions inside a person while 

lying. Hence in this work, we develop an Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) Lie Detection model that identifies the 

expression of ‘fear’ from face of a liar. The proposed lie 

detection model uses the transfer learning approach in the 

deep learning technique to classify the facial expressions into 

‘fear’ or ‘neutral’. Here, we use a lightweight pre-trained 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) called ResNet-18 

architecture to develop the model. The experiments are 

conducted using Facial Expression Recognition-2013 (FER-

2013) dataset [5]. 

The upcoming sections discuss about the related works, 

proposed method, experimental result analysis, and 

conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORKS

The following are the brief discussion of works related to 

research on the lie detection using AI and machine learning 

techniques. 

Owayjan et al. developed a LabVIEW computer vision 

software based on a mathematical algorithm to analyze the 

facial micro-expressions to detect lies [6]. Singh et al. 

developed an image processing method to detect lies based on 

eye blink rates. They used the Haar cascade algorithm to 

locate eye region from the face [7]. Soumya Barathi designed 

a lie detection system by analyzing facial micro-expression, 

body language, and speech. She used Principal Component 

Analysis, Speeded Up Robust Features, and k-means 

algorithm in the lie detection system [8]. 
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Shen et al. analyzed the facial expression of fear to detect 

lies from videos. They used Random Forest, k-nearest 

neighbors, and bagging classification algorithms [4]. Diaz et 

al. designed a machine learning model to detect lies from 

facial expressions. They extracted handcrafted features from 

the facial images as well as extracted deep features from the 

facial images. [9]. Monaro et al. developed lie detection model 

by analyzing facial micro-expressions. Features are extracted 

using Open Face, and classifiers used are Support Vector 

Machine and Long Short-Term Memory network. In addition, 

they designed a 3-dimensional CNN architecture to extract 

features directly from the images and to classify the facial 

expressions [10]. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed lie detection system is a two-class 

classification problem, to classify the facial expressions into 

‘fear’ or ‘neutral’.  The proposed method uses a deep neural 

network architecture for the classification, and outline of the 

method is displayed in Fig. 1. 

The deep learning techniques which use CNNs give 

remarkable results in the computer vision tasks [11-13]. A 

CNN is designed to mimic the human visual system and 

basically used in image recognition tasks [14]. To obtain 

accurate and reliable classification results, a CNN should be 

trained on huge quantity of labelled image data. But, in most 

real-life circumstances, there is a shortage in the availability of 

the number of labelled data, and hence, training the network 

from scratch is a difficult procedure. So, to overcome this 

problem, we can utilize a pre-trained CNN using the transfer 

learning approach [15-18]. The lie detection is also a small 

sample size classification problem, and hence, we use the 

transfer learning approach to develop the classification model. 

In this work, we utilize a lightweight pre-trained CNN 

architecture called ResNet-18, which is already trained on a 

large number of images from the ImageNet dataset. The 

specifications of ResNet-18 are: 11.7 million learnable 

parameters, depth is 44, size is 18 MB, input size is 224 x 224 

x 3 [19]. The layers of this pre-trained network learned the 

various basic features as well as discriminative features [20]. 

Hence, in this research work, we fine-tune the ResNet-18 to 

classify the facial expressions into ‘fear’ or ‘neutral’ in the lie 

detection problem. To fine-tune the network using the transfer 

learning, as a first step we remove the Fully Connected (FC) 

layer of the ResNet-18, and is replaced with a new FC layer 

with two classes for the lie detection problem. Then, we train 

the reorganized network using the dataset for the two-class 

classification. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) based system having 

NVIDIA GTX 1060 card, 6.0 GB RAM is used to perform the 

experiments. The experiments and analysis are done on 

MATLAB platform with help of Deep Learning Toolbox. The 

next subsections briefs about the dataset used, evaluation 

metrics, training options, and experiments results and analysis. 

A. Dataset Used

The ‘fear’ and ‘neutral’ facial expression images from the

Facial Expression Recognition-2013 (FER-2013) dataset are 

used for the experimental analysis. A total number of 10,000 

images are used, i.e., 5,000 images each in ‘fear’ and ‘neutral’ 

classes. The images are in png format with a size of 48 x 48. 

B. Evaluation Policies

The performance evaluation metrics used for assessing

the model are “Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score” 

are, and are calculated based on (1), (2), (3) and (4), 

respectively. They are calculated from the confusion matrix 

of the model using “True Negative (TN), True Positive (TP), 

False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN)”. 

 () 

 () 

 () 

 () 

C. Training Options

The options used to train the network is provided in Table

1. From the dataset, 60% are used for training the model,

20% are used for validating the model, and 20% are used for

testing the model. The size of the images is resized to 224 x

224 x 3 resolution based on the input size of the ResNet-18

network.

Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed method 
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TABLE I.  TRAINING OPTIONS 

TABLE II.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Accuracy (%) Precision Recall F1-score 

82.85 0.781 0.863 0.819 

D. Experimental Results and Analysis

The ResNet-18 network is fine-tuned on the dataset for

classifying into the two categories using the above-mentioned 

training options. The confusion matrix obtained while testing 

the model is shown in Fig. 2. The values of the performance 

metrics are evaluated from the confusion matrix, and is given 

in Table 2. The analysis shows that, Accuracy, Precision, 

Recall, and F1-score achieved by the model are 82.85%, 

0.781, 0.863, and 0.819, respectively. This experimental 

analysis shows that the proposed deep learning lie detection 

method achieved a decent performance. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a deep learning model is developed to detect 

lies by analyzing human facial expression. We utilized the 

emotional leakage in the form of ‘fear’ to detect lies. An 

intelligent lie detection model using ResNet-18 deep neural 

network is developed. The model is evaluated using the 

(FER-2013) dataset. The model exhibited a good 

performance with a detection accuracy of 82.85%. 
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